
Spirit Gear 

Get your spirit shirts now!  Spirit shirts have a slogan written on the back and a small logo on the front 

left side.  Students have a choice between a gray moisture management or a gray cotton blend shirt.  

Spirit shirts can be worn on spirit days. Spirit days are usually the last Friday of the month.  The t-

shirts can be worn with khaki uniform bottoms or blue jeans. (The blue jeans must be straight leg jeans 

with no labels and you cannot wear flared jeans.) Students in grades Pre-K – 4th may wear blue jean 

shorts. Students can wear the spirit shirt on most field trips, too.  Parents, the t-shirts are a great way 

to show your school spirit at sporting and school events.  We also have sweatshirts, hoodies, and zipper 

hooded jackets for sale.  Please remember all items have to be ordered and will take up to 3 weeks to be 

received.  All orders are due by August 24, 2018.  Orders can be placed online, too.   

Prices are listed below.    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 
Please make checks payable to Maurepas High School.   * Please remember these items will take at least 3 - 4 weeks to come in. * 

 
Name: __________________________________________________Homeroom Teacher: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Write the quantity of each size needed in the appropriate blanks: 
 
Cotton Blend Spirit Shirt       _____YS  ______YM _____YL       _____AS   _____AM _____AL       _____AXL  _____AXXL   # of shirts _____ X $12.00=_______ 
 
 
Moisture Management Spirit Shirt      _____YS  ______YM _____YL       _____AS   _____AM _____AL       _____AXL  _____AXXL   # of shirts _____ X $14.00=_______ 
 
 
Sweatshirt         _____YS  ______YM _____YL       _____AS   _____AM _____AL       _____AXL  _____  # of sweatshirts  _____ X $15.00  = ________ 
 
 
Zipper Jackets  _____YS  ______YM _____YL       _____AS   _____AM _____AL       _____AXL  _____ # of Zipper Jackets _____ X $25.00 = ________ 
 
 
Hooded Sweatshirt  _____YS  ______YM _____YL       _____AS   _____AM _____AL       _____AXL  _____ # of Hoodies  _____ X $25.00 = ________ 
 

Total Purchase Price:_________________ 


